
  








  

● Why we think it exists

● What we think it is

● How we're going to find out





  

Coma Cluster (1933)Coma Cluster (1933)

Fritz ZwickyFritz Zwicky



  

Galaxy Rotation (1970s)Galaxy Rotation (1970s)

Vera RubinVera Rubin



  

Circular rotation speeds
Force of gravity Centripetal force

Orbital rotation speed









  

How do we measure speeds in space?

Blue shifted = coming towards us
Red shifted = moving away from us

Doppler effect

Sound

Light:

Higher pitch = coming towards us
Lower pitch = moving away from us



  

Blue shifted = coming towards us
Red shifted = moving away from us



  












  

Galaxy rotation

with increasing

must also be increasing with

90% of Galactic mass is invisible?



  
Use lensed galaxies to map the mass distributionUse lensed galaxies to map the mass distribution



  

Gravitational lensingGravitational lensing

Galaxy cluster Galaxy cluster 
((~~1000 galaxies, 1000 galaxies, 

gravitationally bound)gravitationally bound)



  

Dark matter Dark matter 
mapmap



  

The cosmic webThe cosmic web



  

Dark matter cosmology
Hot
(fast)

Warm Cold
(slow)

Matches observations



  

● Massive
● Stable
● Invisible
● Cold

Dark matter seems to be particles, 
what do we know about it already?



  

What out there has these properties:

Dust

Massive
Stable
Invisible
Slow 

Other 
baryons
(planets, brown 
dwarfs, asteroids)

Massive
Stable
Invisible
Slow 

Massive
Stable
Invisible
Slow 

Neutrinos

Absorbs starlight 
(and glows in the 
infra-red)

Good DM 
candidate...
(but nowhere near 
enough of them)

Too hot! – don't 
form enough 
galaxies



  

● Massive
● Stable
● Invisible
● Cold

 → Dark matter must be exotic

Nothing we know about has these 
properties



  

The standard model
Dark matter must be exotic, but what is exotic?

It's none of these...



  

WIMPs
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

● Massive
● Stable
● Invisible
● Cold
● Interact via the Weak force

WIMP WIMP

quark quark

 → Simple assumption 
 → Show up in extensions to the standard model



  

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

● They are their own anti-particle
● They annihilate each other if density is high enough
● “ freeze out” soon after the Big Bang

WIMPs

Standard model
particles

Calculated freeze out density matches observed value!



  

Milky Way Milky Way 
diskdisk

Dark matter haloDark matter halo

UsUs



  

Thousands of dark matter particles fly through 
your body every second

Interactions are extremely rare - only a 
couple per year
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Dark matter particle Atom

Recoiling nucleus

Can we detect these interactions?
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Dark matter production

Look for missing energy 
in particle collisions:

energy of initial beams

energy of debris

Can we create dark matter in colliders?

But, no new particles so far...



  





  

Good prospects for detection in the 
next few years so stay tuned!

Dark Matter
● Plenty of evidence for dark matter
● Best candidate is the WIMP
● We are working on experiments to detect it

➢ Direct detection in underground labs
➢ Production in colliders
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Before After











  



0.511 MeV105.7 MeV




NB: do you see that 
by using rest mass 
energies we don't 
need to plug in the 
speed of light (c)?
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